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^ ^ n algorithm is developed for analysis TM-Multimode planar

•*~ -**graded-index optical waveguides. A Modified Impedance

Boundary Method of Moments (MIBMOM) for the analysis of

planar graded-index optical waveguide structures is presented. The

algorithm is used to calculate the dispersion characteristics and the

field distribution of TM-multimode planar graded-index optical

waveguides. The technique is based on Galerkin s procedure and

the exact boundary condition at the interfaces between the graded

index region and the step index cladding. Legendre polynomials

are used as basis functions. The efficiency of this algorithm is

examined with waveguides having various index profiles such as

exponential, Gaussin and complementary error functions. The

advantage of the MIBMOM is the complete solution of TM-

multimode as presented which is very difficult by the other

methods. With this algorithm a minimum number of basis

functions to give accurate results is used. The obtained results

show good agreement with the experimental results.
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Planar graded-index optical waveguides play an important role for the design of

optical devices and components such as semiconductor lasers, modulators, and directional

couplers. Moreover, they are used as interconnections in optoelectronic and photonoc

integrated circuit. The graded-index profile is typically determined by the fabrication process
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(e.g., diffusion). Accurate and efficient modeling of such graded-index waveguide structures

is becoming increasingly important in the design and optimization of optical integrated

circuits and circuit components.

Several approximate analytical techniques are available for the analysis of planar

graded-index optical waveguides such as the WKB method (A.K. Ghatak, R. L. Gallawa, and

L. C. Goyal, 1991) , the perturbation method (A.K. Ghatak, R. L. Gallawa, and L. C. Goyal,

1991) and variational formulations with simple trial field solutions (P. K. Mishra and A.

Sharma, 1986)-(W. H. Tasi, S.C. Chao, and M. S. Wu,1992). Other techniques convert the

waveguides problem into a matrix eigenvalue eqution which can be solved for certain

frequencies to give the propagation constants of all modes. In these technique the fields are

computed within the guiding layer but the fields outside this region are represented by the

approximate boundary conditions (Y. Tu, I. C. Goyal, and R. L. Gallawa, 1990)-(A.

Weisshaar and V. K. Tripathi,1992). The approximate boundary conditions can be reduced by

using expansion functions which extend over the transverse dimensions (R. L. Gallawa, I. C.

Goyal, Y. Tu, and A.K Ghatak., 1991). Another type of techniques are used where the

propagation constants of the guided modes are not obtained simultaneously but are found by

searching for zeros of a characteristic eqution such as matrix method (A. K. Ghatak, K.

Thyagarajan, and M. R. Shenoy. 1987), transverse resonance technique (R. Sorrentino,

1989), differential eqution solvers (V. Ramaswamy and R. K. Lagu, 1983)-(A. N. Kaul, S. I.

Hosain, and K. Thyagarajan 1986) and the impedance boundary method of moments (A.

Weisshaar, 1994). In this paper, a modified impedance boundary method of moments

(MIBMOM) is described. Galerkin's procedure in the method of moments is used to convert

the wave eqution into matrix equtions. The transverse field and the field distribution in case

of TM-mode is expanded in the graded-index region in terms of Legendre polynomials and

the exact boundary conditions are taken into consideration. The matrix equtions are solved

forTM modes to determine the propagation constants.

In the following sections, the complete dervition of the method is given. The application of

the MIBMOM on graded-index waveguides for the TM-modes is also explained. Finally, the

numerical results, the field distribution and the conclusions are discussed.

Material and Methods

1-Description of the IBMOM

The waveguide structure independently supports TE and TM modes. In the following a time

depenence exp(jwt) and propagation in the z direction are assumed. For the case of the planar
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dielectric waveguide d/dy=O. TM mode solutions can be expresscu in terms of the transverse

magnetic field Hy(x)= y/(x) which satisfies the scalar Helmholtz eqution (A. Weisshaar,

1994):

-) + k I n 2 ( x ) - (3 2 U ( x ) = 0 (1)
d x n 2 ( x ) d x

For guides TM modes, the fields solutions in the homogeneous substrate and cover cladding

are of exponentially decaying form. The decay constants in substrate and cover are related to

the phase constant p of the TM modes

~~ (2a)

(2b)

a - s/J 2 - n . 2 k „ 2

n . 2 * . 2

As in the case of guided TE-modes, the field solutions for guided TM modes are of

exponentialy decaying form in the cladding with the same decay constants given by Eqn. (2).

Therefore, the TM-mode field solutions in the cover and substrate regions may be replaced

with equivalent boundary conditions, as shown in Fig.l.
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Fig.1 The graded-index waveguide with equivalent
impedance boundary.

These mixed boundary conditions are given by:

—--i ' - a ib = 0 atx = -w/2
dx

dx
+ a c ip = 0 at x = w/2
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Terefore, the mixed boundary conditions given by Eqn. (3) also apply to TM modes. These

mixed boundary conditions in the cladding, however, are not directly applicable at the

boundary of the graded-index region as in the case of TE modes since \j/=Hy and

(l/n2(x))dHy/dx are continuous across the interfaces between the cladding and the graded-

index region. From these continuity conditions, the correct impedance boundary conditions

for TM modes are found as

oil - a n ^x^ \\) = 0 a* x = -W//2 (4a)
dx s n :

s

d + n 2 ( x ) atx = w/2 (4b)
dx n I

After introducing the coordinate transformation (x/(w/2)-»xh the TM mode solutions can be

found from

r A ,\ 1 ,i i

> ( X ) = 0
w d x n ( x ) d x

The transverse field, y (x) = H -(x) f°r TM-modes is expanded into a complete set. of

basis functions §\ (x) such that:

( 6 b )

(The phase constnt p is usually expressed in a normalized form as the effective index (Ne//

—p/K0). So, the decay constants can*be put in the form

a . = k

The resulting matrix eqution is

6 2 ~ Q a ~ a~
_— j j _j_ _— _̂ j ^ _̂ >j c - o

where expansion cofficients Cj have been combined into column vector c (which will be used

to calculate normalized field distribution ). the square matrices in Eqn.(7) are given by
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w n, '

Legendre polynomials are used as basis functions P,,(x) which form a complete

orthogonal set of expansion function. By using some properties of the Legendre polynomials,

the above matrices can be simply expressed in a closed form.

The matrix eqution is of the general form M (X). C = 0 • * ̂  asymmetric waveguide,

Ditchomie's method is used to search the roots of de t [M ((3 / K 0 ) ] = 0.0 which yield the

effective indexes of the waveguide and the eigenvector corresponding to certain effective

index can be used to compute the field distribution.

Planar Graded-index optical waveguides:

As mentioned before, in the expansion region between , - l <; ^ s [ the index profiles must

be modified as :

l s x * i
i s + A n . f ( x ) _ , 4 s x s i

>c X > l

where ns is the refractive index of the substrate, nc is the refractive index of the cover

region, and An is the maximum change. Also, five different, profile functions f(x) are

considered here. The step-index profile with f(x)=l ( - l s ^ s l ) i s also included for

reference. The evanescent field in the cladding will be lower than in (A. Weisshaar, 1994). The

exponential, Gaussian, Complementary error-function profiles are also shown in Fig.2.

The profile functions are described as:

e 2a Exponential profile

e 2a Gaussian profile (9)

erfcl —I Complementary error - function profile
\ 2a /

where a is the effective depth of diffusion.

Results and Discussion

1-The Dispersion Characteristics

Accurate and efficient computer program is us^J to search a root of

del[M(NeII) = 0]>(N eff = (3 / k o ) , which yields the effective index at certain frequency.

For all cases ns=1.5, nc = l, a=5.
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a-The truncated index profile

Fig. 3 shows the dispersion characterstics for the first four TM-modes propagate in

asymmetrical planar step-index optical waveguide where the normalized effective

indexe = (N2
e(, - n2

s) / (n2
f - n s

2)and the normalized frequency v = ak o Vn 2 f - n 2
s

(nf = ns + An)-By using MIBMOM, six basis functioin are needed for accurate solutions.

5 6 7 8 9

• N o r m a l i z e d f r e q u e n c y V .

F i g . 3 T h e n o r m a l i z e d p r o p a g a t i o n c o n s t a n t o f t h e f i r s t f o u r T M -

m o d e s o f p l a n a r s t e p i n d e x o p t i c a l w a v e g u i d e a s a f u n c t i o n o f

n o r m a l i z e d f r e q u e n c y .

b- The untruncated index profiles

Figs. 4,5, and 6 show the dispersion characterstics for the first Threee TM-modes propagate in

exponential, Complementary error-function, and Gaussian refractive indexes optical

waveguides as a function of the normalized frequency.

1 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Njmrilgid frequency V.

Rg 4 The normalized propagation constant of the first three

TWmodes of planar exponential Index optical waveguide as a

function of normalized frequency.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Narrated frerjmyV.

Rc^ 5 TITS ncrrrEiizBd propscjaticfi constsht of the first

three TWmxfes of planar oorrplerrErtay aror function

index rfticalviaveguideasafiricUonofthenotnelized
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Fig. 6 ; The normalized propagation constant of the first three
TM-modes of planar Gaussian index optical waveguide as a

function of the normalized frequency.

2-Normalized field distribution

After obtaining Neff from the general eqution for each cas,e of differ; • t graded-index

profiles, the expansion coefficients for each guided mode are computed in a second step as the

eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue of matrix M(NCff) (A. W. Snyder.1969). The

computer program is used to calculate these expansion functions (Ci Cn) at a certain value

of Neff. The tansverse wave function y/(x)ls expanded into a set of basis function <p{x) a s

Eqn(5)

1- For TE modes, the normalized field distribution y/{x) = Ey (x) °f m e exponential,

Gaussian and complementary error-function profiles are given in Figs. 7,8, an̂ l 9 at Neir

=1.62667, V=14, Neff =1.578441,V= 14, and Neff-1.62987, V=14, respectively (A."Nasr et al.

1998).

fig.'g Transierse electric field of the first (free T6-trades of
planar Gbussiai indstcptjcsl waueg îde
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NarrdtEdx

Rg. 10 TtanaaseiiBe>Bflc field of the first foreeTM-

rrodescf pterer aiBBfen profile irtfetcpBcd vw«gida

2- For TM modes the normalized field distribution y/(x)~Hy(x)o£ the Gaussian,

exponential, and complementary error-function profiles are given in Figs. 10,11, and 12 at

Ne0=l• 1.56646, V=8, Nefr f=l .648396,V=2, and NcfT=1.62910, V=12, respectively.

Rg. 1/1 ifcrouetseiTBcpietk: field of the first ttreeTMmxtes
of planar ca interns try emor-firction profile index optical

vuavegJda
Bg 12 TtanguHtniimt; rile field cf the first ttroeTMnpcles of

pfertr e^xxvitsi prcflle irtfe< optical vei«gJcfe.

From figuers we can notice that the confinement of the field in the guiding region for

Gaussian index optical waveguide is much better than the other two types and the field at

interfaces is small with respect to the other two kinds of indexes.

3-COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT PROFILES AND TESTING THE

ACCURACY OF THE METHOD

Figs. 13 and 14 comparison between the three untruncated profiles for TEo-mode and

TMo-mode respectively which indicate the same result before where Gaussian-index profile
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gives us minimum evanescent fields in the cladding and maximum dispersion in the guided

region. Fig. 15 comparison between TE and TM modes. The different between two modes for

three untruncated profiles is large at lower frequencies but very small at higher frequencies

and this agreement with exact solution (P. K. Mishra and A. Sharma, 1986)- (A. Weisshaaf,

1994).

Gaussian

5 6 7
Normalized frequency V.

10 11 12 13

Fig. 13 • Comparison between three untruncaled profiles
forTEo-mode.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

NcxmaJIzed frequency V.

Fig. • \4\ Comparison between three untruncated
profiles for TMo-mode.
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Fig. 15 . Comparison between TEo and TMo modes for
three untruncated profiles.

Fig. 16 testing the convergence of the effective index as a function of the number of basis

functions at V=10 for Gaussian-index profile. We notice that the value of effective-index

variant at minimum value of basis functions but still constant from n=4. In all, n=6 because

this value of basis functions achive maximum accuracy.
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Fig. 16 • Testing the convergence of the effective index as a
function of the number of basis functions at V = 10 for

Gaussian index profile.

Table 1 presents a comparison between our method (MIBMOM) and other three

method which are WKB, Hermite-Gauss (HG) and cosine-exponential (CE). The comparison

shows the accuracy and the effective of this method for calculating the normalized

propagation constant B for different values of normalized frequency V. The relative error

between our method and exact solution is in the range of (1.5015* 10"3 - 3.0599755* 10"3).

TABLE 1

V

1.5

3.0

15

Exact

0.0817

0.4133

= ( N 2 , , , -

Gauusian

MIIIMOM

0.08M5

0.409!

n J , ) / ( n \

profile (

CE

0.0785

0.4079

I'Eo)

no
0.005 1

0.3702

VVKU

0.0104

0.3629

V

2.0

3.0

Exponential profile

Exact

0.IM9

0.4209

MIBMOM

0.11 -13

0.41-16

CE

0.1002

0.4109

(TEIo)

I1G

0.0661

0.3955

WKB

0,0831

0.3828

CONCLUSION

The dispersion characteristics and the normalized field distribution for different kinds of

profiles (step, Gaussian, exponential and complementary error function) have been calculated.

For each case we calculate the general matrix to obtain the eigenvalues which are the effective

indexes (Neff) and the eigenvectors which are the coefficients of the basis functions of the

normalized field distribution y/{z)- The modification of the IBMOM concludes the modified

of the shape of the index profile to achive the boundary conditions. Then, the orthogonality of

the Legendre polynomials and the Ditchome's method can be used to obtain accurate values

of the determinant. The TM- multirnode for the untruncated profiles are analyzed by
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MIBMOM which is more difficult with other methods. The obtained results show good

agreement with the published experimental data.
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